
Some policy Ideas for Property Tax Policy in Providence with a focus on TSAs

• investigate all past TSAs for compliance with their agreements. Dig deep. Tour 
buildings for current code compliance. Look at financials for ones expiring especially 
with the extensions to see if they are on the brink of bankruptcy. If so get out in front of 
this now. It could have very negative economic impacts in 2016

• negotiate clawbacks and terminations where possible
• set in place a way to enforce current TSAs
• Buildings that are granted TSAs should not be held up with cumbersome City 

bureaucracy. Pre approval should be granted for a TSA but not finalized until all the 
approvals by the City are in order. The City should be penalized for holding up the 
process. Developers need a predictable system. Time is money.

• set in place a way to quantify success with these projects beyond PR and “information” 
supplied by developers

• Take the politics out of TSAs and put economic analysis in place
• All TSA agreements and terms need to be accessed from the tax cards for 

transparency and to create a healthy business climate. Real estate professionals need 
this information to make business decisions. Different economics conditions for 
different buildings creates static in the market place and is very unhealthy

• Create policy IMMEDIATELY on TSAs for the 195 Land. Big developers will be scarred 
to death with the current system, largely because there is not one. Meeting with the 
Ways & Means Committee will scare any developer off unless they think they can pull 
one over on them which would be very easy under the current system.

• No extensions should ever be given on a TSA. (Possible exception would be a vote 
before the people?)

• TSAs should always phase in over time. The brick wall approach is a recipe for 
disaster.

• Have an online form to start the process of a TSA which spells out the terms and 
process of getting a TSA. This will help developers with their proformas.

• no new TSAs in a year when taxes go up
• TSAs should not exceed x% of commercial tax base
• TSAs should be understood to have potential negative impacts on other sectors
• TSAs should fit into a comprehensive City Planning strategy
• TSAs should fit into comprehensive economic development policy



• There should be a limit to the amount of TSAs a company can have so that they expire 
and go on the tax rolls before granting a new one. This also mitigates risk.

• No new TSA should ever be granted to a violator
• NO TSA should be granted to an entity with a bad PEDP Loan
• There should be a priority to get back large tax exempt buildings back on the tax roll
• There should be a limit on the amount of square footage allowed for non-profit 

exemptions as a percentage commercial tax base. This encourages new construction 
and selling off unused and investment assets by big non-profits to for-profits

• Issue a tax bill to TSAs every year and require them to comply or lose TSA for that 
quarter - this will be VERY effective. Puts the onus for reporting on them and prepares 
them for the coming day when they will pay taxes

• Issue a tax bill to every Non-Profit every year and require them to comply with basic 
City codes and requirements or lose tax exemption for that quarter - this will be VERY 
effective. Puts the onus for reporting on them. Will put people to work fixing buildings 
and help the City know what it is giving away. This should be acknowledged and 
captured in a special place in the budget. It isn’t quite an expense but it should be 
thought of that way. It will also help find “missing” buildings in the system

• Unoccupied non-profit buildings loose exemption each quarter until they can be proven 
to be performing

• Develop a process to release the TSAs from their agreements - Sign Off, bills paid off, 
Final CO etc.

• The City should strongly consider hiring experts at this stage of the game because this 
is complicated stuff and it does not appear that City government has the necessary 
skill sets and human resources to properly reform this situation. At best it will make a 
good faith effort but we need to get this right and we need it to happen in 3 months 
time ideally. The Lincoln Institute of Land Policy would be an ideal choice - http://
www.lincolninst.edu

Their report on TSAs is excellent and clearly shows what Providence is doing needs a 
lot of work - http://community-wealth.org/sites/clone.community-wealth.org/files/
downloads/paper-kenyon-et-al.pdf

There are certainly other ideas for policy to consider but this is my first stab.
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